
Danish Open Informationfolder 
 

Saturday:  40 goals all will be shot as a 2-arrow shooting 

Sunday:  40 goals all will be shot as a 1-arrow shooting 

 

The points from Saturday and Sunday are added together and the highest score wins. There 
will NOT be any elimination, semifinal or final shooting. 
Shooting will be done according to the international WA 3D rules with the exception of the Danish 
“Buejæger” and “Traditional Buejæger” classes that will be shot according to the rules under 
“Bueskydning Danmark”.  
 
We hope that the participants at Danish Open 2019 will have a few good days 
here in Grættrup. We will strive to make things work optimally. 
 
This folder contains the most necessary information regarding Danish 
Open. Bring the folder with you on the tournament. 
 
We point out to the campers, that according to the local fire authorities, 
open fire (bonfire) is NOT allowed. Only barbecue is allowed.  
 
We would like to raise a special thanks to the landowner and our sponsors: 
 
Konditorbageren, Søndergade 5, 7361 Ejstrupholm 
Sportshuset, Torvet 8, 8700 Horsens 
Godik festival toiletter 
FKSSlamson Bredhøjvej 19, 8600 Silkeborg  
 
Timetable Saturday : Technical Control  08.00 - 08.15 am  
    Set-up in patrols: 08.30 am  
    Welcome  08:45 am 
    Shooting start  09:15 (approx.) 
 
Timetable Sunday : Set-up in patrols: 08.30 am  
    Shooting start  09:00 (approx.) 
 
Smoking: Smoking is allowed on the course, but beware that are is very very dry. 
 
Transport: When transporting to and from the shooting area, drive slowly on the gravel road – max 
20 km/h. 
 
Score cards: The score cards with a printed name must be signed and handed over per patrol 
immediately after the shooting is completed - handing over to the “official” in the house. 
 
 
Waste: Must be put in the waste containers. 
 
Shooting Rules: 



On Saturday, the shooting is a 2-arrow shooting for everyone and both arrows count. 
On Sunday, the shooting is a one-arrow shooting for everyone. 
 
You MUST shoot 2 shooters at a time, there should be room for it. 
The arrows MUST be delivered within 120 seconds safter reaching the stand. The shooters can stand 
1 m behind or 1 m on each side of the distance pole, but not in front of the pole. 
Never draw your bow if it is in an angle that is over the top of the 3D target. 
 
Bow hunters (“Buejæger” class) may adjust their sight. 
Binoculars can be used, but NO Rangefinder, the use of such a will lead to disqualification. 
 
Technical Control may occur on the track. 

If arrows are searched for behind the 3D target, a person must stand in front of the target so that 
arriving patrols can clearly see who is occupying the target. 
 
It is pointed out that “slow patrols” can be overtaken. 
 
At all waiting places there will be a picture of the animal being shot at. 
 
Certain places on the track will have areas blocked with marker tape. Within these areas, material 
and clay pigeons etc. are NOT to be touched, therefore access is prohibited. It is not allowed to 
collect the black and orange "clay pigeons"! 
 
In the house you can buy coffee and bread and paistery from 07:00 am. For lunch we serve 
“grillpølser” and sandwiches. Water, softdrinks and snacks will also be available. 
You will pass the area 3-4 times during the time you are shooting. 
It is NOT possible to use creditcards, mobile-pay, swipp or other electronic ways of payment. We can 
only accept cash (DKK or EUR). 
 
Dogs are not allowed on the shooting courses. 
 
We point out that any participation in the event is at your own risk. 
Always follow and respect the “white direction arrows” and other marking for the direction.  
Never walk backward and never make shortcuts passing the shooting area outside the “walkingpath” 
  
 
 

              Have Fun 
 


